


Pasta doesn’t 
make you fat. 
How much 
pasta you eat 
makes you fat. 

- Giada DeLaurentiis 



It’s time to let go of all your past failures, 
core beliefs, body shaming rituals and 
stories about what hasn’t worked for you in 
the past.

My name is Carly Pollack, and I’m here to guide you in 

your search for something more than the fad diets, 30-

day cleanses and the ever-so-out-dated-mantra of “eat 

less, exercise more.” I’d like to challenge you to erase all 

of the beliefs you have about weight loss and your body. 

Instead, allow yourself to step into a new way of thinking 

when it comes to your health and body image. 

I’ll be honest (just not about how much I pay for my 

handbags). It took me 10 years to lose the weight I could 

have dropped in 3 months. That dreaded yo-yo of 5 

to 15 pounds came with a lot more baggage than just 

tight jeans and uncomfortable pool parties. It seemed 

like subconsciously I was trying to win a “who can be 

more mean to themselves when they look in the mirror” 

contest. Believe me, if this were the case, I would have 

taken home the gold medal. 

WELCOME, 
WISDOM SEEKERS!



The Conscious Eating Blueprint is a tool to help you start 

your path to permanent health and weight loss. It is the 

beginning of your search for the truth of what enables 

true mind and body freedom. 

You are already on the path. Get excited to make some 

changes and let’s dive in!

I learned everything the hard way so that I 
could teach you how to do it the easy way.

I would like to say that I had some divine epiphany and 

in one moment everything changed… but that is just not 

what happened. In reality, I experienced a slow unfolding 

of consciousness, kindness and self love. Slowly and 

permanently, I lost the weight. Now, looking back I can 

finally understand why my process unfolded as it did. 



As I rolled over in preparation of my eventual descent from 

bed, I felt my stomach flip with acidic, hollow regret...“What 

did I do?” I groaned to myself, as I tried to remember the 

events of last night. I should tell you: I don’t drink or do 

drugs. I had a massive food hangover, the kind that could 

rival any late night alcoholic induced shenanigans. 

That’s how my week always ended. Monday through 

Thursday I dieted and over-exercised like a champion. 

As I was peacefully falling asleep each night, instead of 

counting sheep, I counted calories and workouts. 

LETTING GO OF 
DIETING
I woke up Monday morning feeling 
completely hungover. 

All the while I was telling myself, “this weekend would 

be different. This would be the weekend I keep my shit 

together and actually make some real changes.” 



The pendulum swing from food prison to reckless 

weekend abandonment continued for longer than I 

would like to admit. Over the years I’ve lost and gained 

the same 5-10 pounds over a hundred times. 

I was exhausted, frustrated, and hopeless. 

I finally realized that what I was doing was not working. 

It didn’t matter what diet I was subscribing to at the 

moment, or which type of exercise I was doing. None of 

it was working to help me feel less crazy or look better 

in a bathing suit!

This epiphany seems so obvious as I write about it now, 

but at the time, it was one of those Oprah-endorsed A-HA! 

moments. If I was focusing on diet and exercise, and it 

wasn’t working, then I needed to focus on something 

else. But, what the hell else is there? 

It never happened - at least not in the way I 
thought it would...



If we are willing to look beyond our 
behaviors, what we will find are the thoughts 
and emotions that created them. Here is a 
simple yet powerful formula:

Thoughts 

Emotions

Behavior

WHY MODIFYING 
BEHAVIOR DOESN’T 
WORK



Thoughts (what we think) create Emotions 
(how we feel) which drive the Behaviors 
(what we do). 

We get so distracted with trying to fix the “bad” behaviors 

that we miss the opportunity to heal the root of the 

problem. Focusing on my behaviors (diet and exercise) 

didn’t work. I had to start looking at my thoughts.

It was my thoughts, stories and core beliefs that were 

driving the weekend binging and food sabotage. It is 

your thoughts that are creating everything in your reality 

right now, good and bad.

• What are your recurring thoughts throughout the day?

• Are they positive or negative?

• What story would you change to create more 
   peace with your body?



TIME TO GET
CRYSTAL CLEAR
If you resonate with my past weight 
struggles, then you’re struggling with one 
of the most important key ingredients 
to permanent weight loss and vitality: 
consistency. 

Consistency with any positive human behavior is elusive. 

The second you think you’ve got it, it disappears from 

your very grasp. 

True consistency comes from being crystal clear on your 

desired outcome. Not the surface of the outcome (I will 

look good) but the deeper benefit of your end goal (I will 

feel good). Remember, the end goal of all goals is to feel 

happy. It’s why you do everything you do. 

There are two types of happiness. Short term happiness 

(a.k.a instant gratification) happens when we dive into the 

first thing our brain tells us will provide some pleasure. 

Long term (or delayed) happiness occurs when we make 

space around the behavior and go a little deeper into 

what is truly important to us in the long run.



You have to become so crystal clear on your vision of 

ultimate health that you can say with strength:

“I’m not willing to give up what I want most 
for what I want right now.”

Your vision needs to change from a “it would be nice if…” 

to “I have to achieve this because…”

Back when I was in the midst of a major struggle with my 

weight and body image, I would have argued this point. 

“Oh no honey, you don’t understand, I am crystal clear 

with what I want. I’m just too addicted to food to ever get 

there. I’m too {pick your insult of choice} to ever get to a 

place of feeling good in my body.”

Those stories are what Brene Brown calls “lies told 

honestly.” Thank you, Brene, for calling me out on my own 

bullshit!



I wasn’t crystal clear on what I wanted. I was crystal clear 

on what I didn’t want. I looked in the mirror and focused 

on what I didn’t like, what shouldn’t be there. I thought 

focusing on what made me feel bad would lead me to do 

something in order to feel better. The problem here is that 

“like attracts like.” Feeling bad only attracted behaviors 

that continued to make me feel bad.

• What are you focusing on when you look in the mirror? 

• Does your mind tell you that feeling bad will lead to 
  one day feeling good?

• Are you drowning in the process instead of focusing on 
  the outcome? 

I knew that I wanted to look good in the eyes of others, 

and if that meant abs then that’s what I wanted! I had to 

get real with myself and decide that what I truly wanted 

was to find happiness and peace of mind through feeling 

proud of my body. My vision was to look great in the mirror 

naked and think to myself, “I did this. I accomplished this 

sexy body. I own this. I worked my ass off for this. I feel 

free in this body!”

If you want to feel this way, you have to get crystal clear 

on what creates this authentic feeling of empowerment. 

Depriving yourself has no place in this scenario. Being at 

war with yourself has no place in this scenario. In a You vs. 

You situation, you will always lose. 



NOW LE’TS 
FLIP THE SCRIPT
You have to start asking yourself different 
questions to produce different results.

• Instead of ‘What do I want to eat?’ ask yourself ‘How 

  do I want to feel?’

• ‘How do I change my mood?’ becomes ‘How do I 

  change my story?’

• ‘What will others think?’ versus ‘How can I improve 

   without self  judgement?’

• ‘How can I get rid of my problems?’ to ‘What is it I need   

  to learn from this challenge?’

You see, your weight is a pain teacher.  A pain teacher 

is something that comes into your life to teach you an 

important lesson. This lesson is integral for your evolution 

and growth as a spiritual being. 

Your weight is here to teach you something that has 

nothing to do with diet or exercise. It’s here to teach you 

compassion, forgiveness, patience, self love, self respect, 

and much more. 



If you want to lose the weight, you must first learn the 

lesson. If you try to skip this part of the process, the 

Universe will serve you the weight over and over again 

until you are really ready to get it. 

Are you ready to move forward with 
extreme clarity and start losing weight 

permanently? Invest some time and 
energy into yourself by grabbing my 

End Emotional Eating Course.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE COURSE HERE

http://nutritionalwisdom.com/conscious-eating/flash-sale
http://nutritionalwisdom.com/conscious-eating/flash-sale
https://carlypollack.com/online-courses/end-emotional-eating?s=flash-sale&utm_campaign=Conscious_Eating_Blueprint&utm_medium=PDF&utm_source=Nutritional_Wisdom&utm_content=Learn_More_About_The_Course_Here


• Am I ready to make peace with my body?

• Am I willing to let go of old behaviors that aren’t 
  serving me?

• Am I willing to see my weight as a teacher that leads  
  me to an important life lesson? 

Conscious eating simply means bringing a higher 

awareness to how you choose to nourish your body. The 

practice of conscious eating allows you to slow down, 

think before you chew, and make decisions based on the 

ultimate outcome of how you want to feel in your body as 

you navigate this amazing adventure of life!

THE POWER OF 
CONSCIOUS EATING
So, are you ready to move forward to a 
more positive and permanent weight loss 
experience? Before we continue, make sure 
to ask yourself these 3 questions:



Not The “Anti-diet”
Please don’t get this confused with being the “anti-diet.” 

Conscious eating may create just as many “rules” for you 

as a traditional diet has in the past. ere’s the difference:

Most diet rules are rules made by someone 
else who doesn’t know your body at all. 
Conscious eating creates loving boundaries 
that you make based on your body’s unique 
requirements.

We will go through the nitty gritty of Conscious Eating in 

my EEE Course. Normally I would charge $97 for this life 

changing program here. However, since you’ve already 

taken an interest in deeper and more meaningful weight 

loss, and since you know how much I love a good bargain, 

you can start this program immediately by clicking here 

to purchase the program for a discounted rate of $49!

Regardless of whether you jump on this bandwagon or 

not (and I hope you do) I want to give you something to 

help begin your journey now.

DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE MEDIATION HERE

https://carlypollack.com/online-courses/end-emotional-eating?utm_campaign=Conscious_Eating_Blueprint&utm_medium=PDF&utm_source=Nutritional_Wisdom&utm_content=life_changing_program_here
https://carlypollack.com/online-courses/end-emotional-eating?s=flash-sale&utm_campaign=Conscious_Eating_Blueprint&utm_medium=PDF&utm_source=Nutritional_Wisdom&utm_content=49
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/t1i3ywug1ygzcfg/AAARkKHLuKMgCdkw6iND_KBja?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/t1i3ywug1ygzcfg/AAARkKHLuKMgCdkw6iND_KBja?dl=0


Note: If you invested in yourself and purchased the entire 

End Emotional Eating program, then you will see this 

journal and meditation plus many others.

Ok, but what if eating consciously doesn’t 
help me lose weight?

It’s impossible to hold onto extra weight when practicing 

conscious eating. This practice holds the key to forming a 

strong bond with your intuition. Imagine taking cues from 

your higher self instead of some trendy diet book. Your 

intuitive eating guide helps you to eat only when you are 

physically hungry, eat what your body truly wants, and 

move in a way that creates an ultimate balance in the 

body. 

You have always had this voice inside of you, only it 

has long been silenced by the constant chatter of your 

mind. Through rituals and meditations taught in the End 

Emotional Eating course, you will finally re-awaken that 

inner voice and create the permanent change you have 

been longing for.

It may sound cheesy but it’s true: I never feel like I’m on 

a diet anymore, even though I eat cleaner now than I 

ever have. I exercise harder, play harder and work harder 

than I ever have. It’s a totally different ballgame when you 

realize that true change happens by love, not force. 



If the information that I have shared resonated with with 

you and you keep nodding as you download this new 

information, then you are going to want to move on to my 

End Emotional Eating course. 

I want to be your guide in all things health, wellness and 

peace of mind. If you are truly ready and committed to 

enter the next stage of your health and weight loss path, 

then below and find out if this program is the perfect fit 

for you.

LET’S DO THIS!
So where do we go from here? Well, you 
have wet your little toesies, and now it’s 
time to take that leap!



“This course was amazing. I had high expectations going 

in and I got more out of it than I ever could have hoped. 

One of the best surprises was how well the coursework 

helped me manage my stress levels around meal time. 

Friends and family are always asking for my secret: it’s 

Carly.” - Sharon Levy

“Thank you, Carly! I have done many groups, gone 

to therapy and retreats, and your support has had the 

biggest affect on me and my life. I am a loving fan!”  

- Jackie Harrison

P.S. I want you to see what’s possible when you open 

your mind to a different path. Keep reading to see what 

other students who have taken this course have said 

about their success:

Discover How Shifting Your Mind Results 
in Physical Change. Get the End Emotional 
Eating course and start creating a body you 
are completely in love with.

ACCESS THE COURSE HERE

http://nutritionalwisdom.com/conscious-eating/flash-sale
http://nutritionalwisdom.com/conscious-eating/flash-sale
https://carlypollack.com/online-courses/end-emotional-eating?s=flash-sale&utm_campaign=Conscious_Eating_Blueprint&utm_medium=PDF&utm_source=Nutritional_Wisdom&utm_content=Access_the_course_here
Jordan Parker




“Thank you so much for creating this course. I learned so 

much about myself these last four weeks. I will absolutely 

recommend the course to my friends. I can’t wait for more 

digital coursework from you!” - Shimrit Diner

“I’ve learned so many valuable takeaways from working 

with Carly. First, that daily self-care is crucial and worthy 

of every second spent on it. When I take the time for acts 

of self-love, I find a greater sense of peace and overall 

awareness in all aspects of my life. Also, that everything is 

connected: food, spirituality, exercise, attitude and sleep. 

Carly has taught me how to have more balance in my life 

and I’ll be forever grateful.” - Courtney Hall

“Our eating habits are formed very early on in our lives, 

but it’s not too late to form healthier eating habits. I 

couldn’t have made these changes without Carly as my 

guide.”  - Ann Johnson 

Remember, you can get the Course HERE 
ON FLASH SALE for a limited time only.

ACCESS THE COURSE HERE

https://carlypollack.com/online-courses/end-emotional-eating?s=flash-sale&utm_campaign=Conscious_Eating_Blueprint&utm_medium=PDF&utm_source=Nutritional_Wisdom&utm_content=HERE
http://nutritionalwisdom.com/conscious-eating/flash-sale
http://nutritionalwisdom.com/conscious-eating/flash-sale
https://carlypollack.com/online-courses/end-emotional-eating?s=flash-sale&utm_campaign=Conscious_Eating_Blueprint&utm_medium=PDF&utm_source=Nutritional_Wisdom&utm_content=access_the_course_here_fin
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